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Abstract

In recent experiments on TFTR the concept of marginal stability for ion

temperature gradient driven modes was tested by pellet fuelling which

strongly increased m = Ln/Lxi. Such a shot has been studied with a fluid

transport model and it was found that, as in the experiment, the maximum X\

does not increase. This is due to stabilizing effects of compressibility and

nonadiabaticity.



Although the correlation between tokamak transport and predictions

from drift wave models is now mainly good and steadily improving there still

remain important unresolved questions. One such question is the radial

profiles of the diffusion coefficients. A usual way of trying to explain the

typical inverted radial trend of the theoretical diffusion coefficients1 as

compared to the experimental ones, is through the concept of marginal

stability.2 According to this explanation a strong instability (often assumed to

be the toroidal r, i mode) would cause a very large transport if it is unstable and

accordingly change the equilibrium profiles to a state very close to marginal

stability. In such a situation the diffusion coefficients become so sensitive to

small changes in the equilibrium that a determination of the profiles of

diffusion coefficients becomes very difficult. Rather good indications of

marginal stability have also been obtained for some experiments.1' 3 Recently

the marginal stability hypothesis was tested on TFTR where an equilibrium

was suddenly changed by gas puffing or pellet fuelling.4 In both cases the

changes were made so as to broaden the density profile and increase

r)i = Ln/LTi (La = -(—-r-j ,a=n, Tj). A destabilization of the y\\ mode and a

corresponding increase in Xj was expected. However, no increase in Xj was

obse^ ^d. An attempt to reconcile these results with x\ \ mode theory has

rec t p- been made5 by using a mixing length estimate of X- together with a

k . /; model for the growthrate including both the toroidal and slab driving

e i et.. In particular, the strongly stabilizing effect of ion Landau damping

$e T.i to have been an important ingredient in tie model.

We have in this work analyzed three TFTR shots including those studied

i: .Ref:s 1 and 5 with our fluid model6* 7 for the toroidal m mode and the

c-llisionless trapped electron mode. This model which is applicable for

i bitrary L D / L B has previously indicated its ability to give rather realistic

radial profiles of in particular X,.7. 8 Also Xe is usually in reasonable agreement

with experiments except inside the q = 1 surface and at the very edge.
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The fluid model includes both compressibility and perpendicular

collisionless heat flow in the Braghinskii equations and keeps all magnetic

inhomogeneities. This makes it agree exactly with kinetic theory in both the

adiabatic and isothermal limits. Parallel ion motion has been neglected except

for in the approximate treatment of Landau damping discussed later. The ion

and trapped electron descriptions then become essentially symmetric except

for the small Finite Larmor Radius (FLR) effect and the fact that only a fraction

ft of the electrons are trapped. The linear dispersion relation is a quartic

-J5" [CO( 1 - g - [ y - Tit - 3-E

(1)

where co*j is the diamagnetic drift frequency of species j , co«ip = co*i(l+r|O where

Hi = Ln/LTi, ^ = »0,/CO.j = 2Ld/LB and Nj = <02- -yCiXOpj + yd)^ . .

We emphasize the definition of £B which differs from the conventional by

a factor of 2.

The effective quasilinear diffusion coefficients, obtained from

r,= <5T v&> = -x-j- and rD=<Sn v ^ =-D-r- become6»7

" fött) +Y2

(2)
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(3)

(4)
0).e

where Aj is due to the trapped electron response. We have here assumed the

convective energy flux to be 3/2 T<nVr>.9 The rather complicated expressions

for Aj are given in Refs. 6 and 7. The influence of the trapped electrons on X\

enters through the quasineutrality condition. The free electron part,

proportional to 1 - ft, is important for obtaining a realistic radial profile and in

the hot ion regime.

In Ref. 1, where the marginal stability of m modes was investigated,

radial profiles of Xi from some theoretical models were compared with the

experimental. In Fig. 1 we show the radial profile of Xi obtained with our

model for that shot. We note that the general trends in the radial variation is

in good agreement. In our model the full quasilinear expressions for the

effective diffusion coefficients are used. These contain pinch terms (due to off

diagonal parts of the diffusion matrix) that strongly reduce the transport in the

weak density gradient regime. These pinch effects that are due to

compressibility, nonadiabaticity and electron trapping may even lead to a total

inward heat flux for small r\.6> 7

Our results for the TFTR shot 44669 are shown in Fig. 2. Before the pellet

(case A), we note a quite good agreement for the %i profile. After the pellet the

maximum Tj has not increased but we have a displacement of the unstable

region towards the centre in the model Xj. For comparison we have chosen the

point r = 0.32 (x = r/a - 0.4).

The relevant numbers are shown in table 1.
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Table 1

Shot

44669

A

B

4

It

1.2

7.2

1;

2.0

12.5

1
(i Ak

1.2

2 .7

r
0.54

0.85

0.23

1.1

LO?

-3.0

-2.6

2.7

2 .8

V,
Ai £*>

7.8

8.2

6 .0

3.6

1.0 |

i

1.1 1

After the pellet (case B) our theoretical Xj is considerably larger than the

experimental inside r = 0.3. We have also considered the effect of ion Landau

damping by simply adding it to the ion density response in a perturbative way

as done in Ref. 10. The modification in Xt was calculated by just modifying y in

the last factor in (2). This gives the dotted line in Fig. 2b. The Landau damping

is clearly more than sufficient to explain the smaller experimental Xj in the

region r < 0.3. This is also consistent with the theoretical result in Ref. 5. We

would, however, not expect ion Landau damping to be very strong in a

situation as collisionless as the present. This is because of nonlinear flattening

of the distribution function. This effect should be important when the

perpendicular bounce frequency <°BX = I m7 v""̂ -1-̂  J ( w n e r e WD is the magnetic

drift frequency) is larger than the effective collision frequency vu ,n a condition

which is well fulfilled here. We also would like to point out that the modes

considered here are weakly dispersive and accordingly a local flattening in

velocity space should be enough to take away the Landau damping. Instead

we would like to point out two other possible reasons for the discrepancy.

First, for such very flat density profiles as in the inner region, Xj becomes very

sensitive to errors in Tj. In fact only 30% error in Tj is sufficient to make the

theoretical inner cutoff coincide with the experimental, second the theoretical

model assumes that a steady state turbulence has developed. It is not entirely

evident that this steady state had time to develop after the pellet.
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In our fluid description pinch effects due to compressibility and

nonadiabaticity that enter through the quasilinear expressions for Xeff are

essential. They improve the radial variation of X and give agreement with the

hot ion mode (x - 0.2) results where Ze ~4X{.12 They were also essential in

obtaining the H-mode equilibrium in Ref. 8. Since kinetic models that ignore

diffusion in velocity space give a much weaker tendency for net pinch fluxes13

we do not expect them to give the above flux reductions due to pinch terms

either. Since a flattening of the distribution function is analogous to a pinch

effect in the sense that it takes the system away from thermodynamic

equilibrium along one degTee of freedom, the neglect of this effect is most

likely the reason for the difference between the kinetic and fully toroidal fluid

models regarding transport. Of course a Maxwellian distribution may be

restored for strong enough collisions, i.e. for v ^ » © ^ but this requires rather

cold and dense plasmas. In fact, even the small pinch effects that remain in a

kinetic description are strongly reduced when collisions are included.13

We have also been running a predictive transport code8 in time and space

solving the equations

where R(r) is the resistive temperature equilibration term and Sj(r) are

the sources.

This system was solved in a region corresponding to the good

confinement zone with zero derivatives at the inner boundary and fixed

amplitudes at the outer boundary. Also this code gives good agreement with

experimental trends and usually also good quantitative agreement. In Fig. 3

we show the resulting stationary profiles for the NBI heated TFTR shot 12951
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where we used the experimental power deposition profiles (beam + Ohmic) and

the radiated power density in Si and Se and the electron source due to neutrals

in Sn- As can be seen in the figure the stationary state (which was reached

after ~ 0.1 s) is in very good agreement with the experimental. We emphasize

that this result has been obtained by using the diffusion coefficients (Eqs. 2-4)

as originally given in Ref. (6) without any adjustable parameters (the factor

3/2 is due to the way the energy density is defined and is important only in

comparison of diffusion coefficients). An external diffusion coefficient has

sometimes been added at the inner boundary to account for the flat profiles

used there. The result shown in Fig. 3 is, however, independent of this external

diffusion. This code was presented in Ref. 8 where also an L mode scaling and

a transition to an H mode, both in rough agreement with typical experiments,

were obtained. The dynamic approach to the equilibrium verifies the marginal

stability concept in the broad sense that the diffusion coefficients in the

stationary state are considerably smaller than during the transient phase.

Concerning Xc we usually find Xe - ftXj when Tj ~ Te .14 This is true for the just

mentioned shot studied with the predictive code as well as for runs with the

interpretative code where we use the experimental equilibrium as input. In

the TFTR supershots with Tj » Te (Figs. 1,2) we obtain Xe < XJ4- at half radius.

This seems to be about right for shot 44669 but somewhat small for the shot

studied in Ref. 1.

With our model we would also expect a rather weak influence on Xj if in

connection with gas puffing T|e grew more rapidly than m. In such a situation

our system would rather increase Xe in order to equilibrate T|; and r|e and the

trapped electron mode would be more strongly excited than the m mode. Thus

the usual assumption that the m mode always dominates when it is unstable

has to be modified. An interesting experimental feature which is consistent

with this model is the very small ratio X e / X j obtained for the TFTR

supershots4 where Tj/Te ~ 3 and the large Xe IX\ ( ~ 4) in the hot ion mode

where Ti/Te - 5.12
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We finally also conclude that the marginal stability concept, although

valid in a broad sense, is no longer needed in order to reconcile the radial

profiles of diffusion coefficients obtained experimentally and theoretically.
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Figure captions

Fig.l. Radial profiles of ion thermal conductivity as obtained from the TFTR

experiment in Ref. 1 and from theory (Eq. 2).

Fig. 2a Comparison of the theoretical and experimental ion thermal

conductivity for the TFTR shot 44669 A, before pellet injection

(experimental data taken from Ref. 5).

Fig. 2b Comparison of the theoretical and experimental ion thermal

conductivity for the TFTR shot 44669 B, after pellet injection. The dotted

line shows the effect of ion Landau damping (experimental data taken

from Ref. 5).

Fig. 3a Stationary ion temperature profiles as obtained expenmentally for the

TFTR shot 12951 and from transport code simulation (dotted line).

Fig. 3b Same as Fig. 3a for the electron temperature profiles.

Fig. 3c Same as Fig. 3a for the density profiles.
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